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Abstract: Stainless steels typically feature high toughness and good corrosion 

resistance. However, pitting corrosion can easily occur on stainless steel and the 

passivation film tends to be vulnerable under pressure or in brine environments. Metal 

corrosion is a long-standing challenge for the steel industry, forging a path to net-zero. 

Herein, by successive growth of a series of quantum confined nanocrystals such as 

quantum dots and nanorods with gradient band energy level alignment, high-

performance photoelectrochemical cathodic protection for steel is demonstrated with 

remarkable mechanical and electrochemical stability. Under simulated solar light 

illumination, effective photoinduced protection can be realized for 304 stainless steel 

which enables long-term corrosion resistance in a 3.5 wt% NaCl solution. Unique 

nanotree-like structures and the quaternary material combination can store excess 

charges and release them gradually, enabling time-delay protection for metals after light 

excitation. Various promising functionalities as unique photoelectrodes can be 

envisioned arising from the proposed 3D nanotree morphology. 

 

Keywords: quantum dot, cascaded-junction, 304 stainless steel, photoelectrochemical 

cathodic protection, DFT 

  



Introduction 

Corrosion resistance will play a significant role in our future daily lives when 

approaching carbon neutrality and improved sustainability. Many metal-based 

engineering objects are required to last for at least 60 years to meet the global “Clean 

Growth” demands. However, day after day resisting damage from a corrosive, watery 

world under conditions of extreme temperatures, pressures, or ionizing radiation, can 

lead to enhanced corrosion. The passivation film of stainless steel tends to be vulnerable, 

particularly in brine environment.[1] This problem affects nuclear reactors but also 

thousands of wastewater steel tanks.[2] Metal corrosion presents a global challenge 

confronting international industrial development, causing enormous waste/economic 

losses and threatening our sustainable development roadmaps. For instance, the annual 

world economy lost in metal corrosion is equivalent to 3.34% of the global GDP.[3] 

Many approaches have been improved to deal with this issue, including corrosion 

inhibitors,[4] anti-corrosion coatings,[5] and electrochemical protection.[6] 

Photoelectrochemical cathodic protection (PCP) has attracted attention over the past 

few years due to being environmentally friendly, grid-independent, and more 

sustainable.[7] 

 

PCP is a promising cathodic protection approach for open light-exposed structures, 

providing continuous photoinduced electrons to the metal to make the metal’s surface 

potential. Expanding the absorption spectral region of photoanode materials makes a 

critical contribution to advancing PCP efficiency.[8] Carefully designed nanomaterials 



can help improve efficiency. An important issue to be resolved is to maintain protection 

during the night. 

 

TiO2 has been employed previously as PCP material owing to its chemical stability 

and low cost.[9] Especially, one-dimensional (1D) TiO2 nanorods (TNRs) display good 

PCP efficiency resulted from the 1D structure hindering the recombination of e-/h+ 

pairs.[10] Nevertheless, the large bandgap (> 3 eV) of TiO2 is linked to a weakly 

photoresponse to solar light.[11] Several methods, including doping,[12] noble metal 

particle decoration,[13] hydrogenation treatment[14] and heterostructure 

construction,[15] have been employed to improve the light absorption of TNRs. The 

combination of TNRs with a narrow bandgap material to form a type-II heterojunction 

has been demonstrated to be the most efficient approach.[16] 

 

CdS has been utilized as an efficient PCP material with a smaller bandgap than TiO2 

and higher light absorption efficiency. Zhang et al.[17] and Li et al.[18] demonstrated 

that CdS particles-modified 1D TiO2 nanotubes array film exhibited good PCP 

efficiency under white light illumination. Due to the size-dependent quantum 

confinement effect, CdS quantum dots (QDs) have received considerable interest in the 

last decades.[19] However,  CdS QDs exhibited inferior photo-corrosion 

resistance.[20] Mn2+ doped CdS QDs (Mn-CdS QDs) have been proposed and proven 

to be better at avoiding the oxidation of S2- to extend the lifetime of the photo-produced 

charge carriers.[21] The Mn-CdS QDs/TNRs photoanode has recently been adopted in 



various photoelectrochemical (PEC) systems.[22] Therefore, this system could be a 

good candidate for PCP application.  

 

Abundant grain boundaries usually impede long-range charge transfer.[23] The 

recombination rate of photogenerated carries can be very high when 0D materials (such 

as QDs) stack directly on the 1D TNRs film. Furthermore, the vertically grown 

nanorods limit suitable deposited sites, leading to lower QDs loading and lower solar 

light absorption.[24] Therefore, it is important to seek the appropriate TNRs-based 

substrate to accommodate more Mn-CdS QDs and form a better photoanode.  

 

Hierarchical hetero-structured TiO2 nanotree arrays represent a new type of TNRs 

that consists of 1D rutile TiO2 nanorods as trunks and 3D anatase TiO2 nanorods as 

branches.[25] The high surface-to-volume ratios of the 3D anatase TiO2 branches could 

provide sufficient loading sites for accommodating more Mn-CdS QDs.[24]. Therefore, 

due to the cascaded band-edge alignment between rutile/anatase interface and enlarged 

light-harvesting surface area, this heterophase nano-structure has exhibited an excellent 

photoconversion efficiency in PEC systems.[26] Some reports also introduced 

hydrogenated-TiO2 as a “bark” layer on the 3D rutile/anatase TiO2 nanotree array to 

further enhance the photoconversion efficiency.[11] Hydrogenation treatment could 

generate oxygen vacancies (Ov) and free state Ti3+ cations, forming additional impurity 

energy levels to enhance sub-bandgap optical absorption.[27] The presence of surface 

lattice disorder from the hydrogenated TNR layer has a negligible effect on the 1D 



photocarrier transmission pathway from the embedded rutile/anatase TiO2 nanotree 

arrays.[28] Given the potential of the 3D rutile/anatase TiO2 nanotree array, there may 

be potential for applying this hierarchical rutile/anatase TiO2 nanotree array to achieve 

improved PCP performance, however, sunch superstructural materials enhanced PCP 

hasn’t been reported so far which may result from materials growth challenges. 

 

Herein, a new material based on quaternary Mn-CdS QDs/Anatase TiO2 

branches/Hydrogenated-TiO2 layer/TNRs (CAHT NRs) with a nanotree-like 

superstructure morphology (Scheme 1) is fabricated, which exhibits much higher PCP 

performance when applied to 304 stainless steel (304SS) compared to similar data 

obtained with previously reported binary and ternary systems. Using a four-step 

synthesis process including hydrothermal reaction, hydrogenation treatment, 

successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) method, CAHT NRs can be 

successfully prepared with good morphology and controlled structure. Comprehensive 

characterizations of new material reveals crystal structure, surface morphology, 

chemical composition, optical properties, ensuring the successful growth of this 

quaternary structure. Besides typical PCP analysis, we also systematically characterize 

the PCP after turning off the light to explore the possibility of maintaining protection 

during the night. DFT calculations were carried out to investigate the relationship 

between the unique multi-dimensional design and the high PCP performance. 

  



Results and discussion 

Structural characteristics 

The XRD patterns of the TNRs, H-TNRs, A-H-TNRs and quaternary CAHT NRs 

films are shown in Figure 1a. The diffractogram shows rutile TiO2 characteristics with 

diffraction peaks arising from the (1 1 0), (1 0 1), (1 1 1), (0 0 2), (3 0 1) and (1 1 2) 

reflections (JCPDS Card No. 65-0912) and the other peaks could be attributed to the 

FTO glass, which don’t need to be deducted via grazing incidence XRD or shovel from 

substrate, due to the absence of SnO2 in composite. No detectable difference between 

the curves of the pristine TNRs and H-TNRs can be resolved, which indicates 

hydrogenation reaction at 450 °C has a negligible effect on the crystal structure of rutile-

TiO2.[29] After the secondary hydrothermal growth of the anatase-TiO2 branches, 

characteristic anatase (1 0 1) diffraction peak at ~25.2° (JCPDS No. 21-1272) 

emerged,[30] which indicates the formation of the anatase/hydrogenated layer/rutile-

TiO2 heterojunction. The peak intensity of A-H-TNRs at ~37.8° (corresponded to FTO 

substrate) [31] is higher than that of H-TNRs, which can be attributed to the reflection 

arising from the newly formed (0 0 4) plane (at 37.8°) of anatase TiO2.[11] Note that 

no diffraction peaks from Mn-CdS QDs can be resolved on CAHT NRs composite film 

because the convolution of their broad diffraction patterns merged into main TiO2 

diffraction peaks.[32] 

 

The Raman spectra of the TNRs, H-TNRs, A-H-TNRs and quaternary CAHT NRs 

films were employed to study the composition-dependent lattice variation.[33] In 



Figure 1b, the curve of TNRs shows three characteristic peaks at about 230, 443 and 

606 cm-1, corresponding to the B1g, Eg, A1g modes of rutile TiO2, respectively.[34] After 

hydrogenated treatment, the characteristic Raman peaks of rutile TiO2 exhibit redshift 

and peak intensity reduction, resulting from nonstoichiometric and phonon confinement 

caused by the presence of Ti3+.[35] Meanwhile, in the case of A-H-TNRs, there are two 

peaks at 398 and 516 nm, corresponding to the B1g and A1g+B1g modes of anatase 

TiO2,[36] which indicates the hybrid phases are successfully synthesized after a two-

step hydrothermal reaction. A new peak at 300 nm could be resolved, corresponding to 

the 1LO modes of as-deposited CdS QDs.[37] It should be noted that the presence of 

the trace amount of Mn2+ dopant needs to be confirmed by more sensitive techniques 

such as Energy-dispersive X-ray sectors (EDS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS), which will be provided in the latter discussion. 

 

The morphologies of TNRs, H-TNRs, A-H-TNRs and quaternary CAHT NRs 

composite films were investigated by scanning electron microscope (SEM) under the 

same magnification. As displayed in Figure 2a, symmetrical and compact TNRs are 

perpendicularly grown on the FTO glass with a diameter of ~150 nm, which is 

consistent with our previous report.[38] After hydrogenated treatment (Figure 2b), no 

noticeable morphology and size variation of H-TNRs can be resolved. Via secondary 

hydrothermal treatment (Figure 2c), the trunks of A-H-TNRs were entirely covered by 

~140 nm length nanoneedle-like branches being consistent with the previous 

literature.[39] Therefore, the rutile TiO2 nanorod could serve as the trunk part of the 



nanotree, and the anatase TiO2 nanoneedle could serve as the branch part of the nanotree, 

which enables more Mn-CdS QDs attachment (Figure 2d) for improving the PEC 

activity.[26] It should be noted that the cross-sectional view (Figure S1) of the CAHT 

NRs confirm the nanotree structure is still vertical on the FTO glass after Mn-CdS QDs 

decoration, which ensures the rapid spatial separation of photogenerated carriers from 

their 1D radial depletion layers.[40]  

 

The microstructure of quaternary CAHT NRs films was further studied by 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-resolution TEM (HRTEM). As 

displayed in Figure 3a, the representative 3D nanotree structure of CAHT NRs film can 

be discovered. Figure 3b shows a disordered layer with a thickness of ~5 nm present on 

the surface of the rutile TiO2 nanorod, denoted as the “bark” layer of the nanotree. 

Reports have shown that such an amorphous layer contains plenty of Ov, improving the 

electrical conductivity and PEC reactivity of TNRs.[41] Furthermore, the 0.32 nm 

interplanar spacing could be clearly assigned to the rutile TiO2 (1 1 0) plane, which 

prove the suitable growth along with the [0 0 1] zone axis.[42] Meanwhile, anatase-

TiO2 (1 0 1) planes with a lattice spacing of 0.35 nm can be resolved,[43] which 

indicates that the anatase-TiO2 branches were successfully fabricated on the surface of 

rutile-TiO2 layers. As shown in Figure 3c, it can be seen that the distribution of Mn-

CdS QDs on the surface of anatase-TiO2 branches is homogeneous without any 

agglomeration. The particle size was estimated to be ~6 nm. As shown in Figure 3d, the 

lattice fringes of 0.24 nm and 0.34 nm can be resolved, which corresponds to (1 0 2) 



and (0 0 2) planes of wurtzite-phase CdS.[44] In addition, as shown in the EDS 

elemental mapping images of CAHT NRs (Figure S2), Ti and O elements are 

concentrated in the center. In contrast, Cd, S and Mn elements are evenly distributed on 

the surface of the CAHT NRs samples.  

 

Figure 4 display the XPS spectra of as-prepared composites which are utilized to 

study their chemical composition. Figure 4a shows the full scan survey XPS spectrum 

of the CAHT NRs film, displaying Ti 2p, O 1s, Cd 3d, Mn 2p, S 2p and C 1s peaks. As 

displayed in curves (Ⅰ) of Figure 4b, the Ti 2p XPS spectrum of TNRs could be 

decomposed into two peaks (Ti 2p1/2 and Ti 2p3/2).[45] After hydrogenation treatment, 

the two characteristic peaks shift to a negative value by 0.6 eV compared with that of 

pristine TNRs, indicating the formation of Ti3+ on the surface of the H-TNRs sample 

[12]. Then, the successive positive shift of Ti 2p1/2 and Ti 2p3/2 peaks from curve (Ⅰ) to 

curve (Ⅳ), demonstrate the existence of charges transfer among Mn-CdS QDs, anatase-

TiO2 branches, disordered layer and rutile-TiO2 nanorods.[46] The high-resolution O 

1s XPS spectrum for all samples can be divided into two peaks, as shown in Figure 4c. 

The dominant peak at 529.6 eV, could been attributed to the metal-oxygen bonds (Ti-

O-Ti).[47] Also, the other oxygen-containing shoulder peak at 531.3 eV is assigned to 

the surface hydroxyl group (Ti-OH) [48] and the relevant difference of their binding 

energy fit nicely with the previous studies about hydrogenated TiO2.[28] By calculating 

the peak area ratio (Ti-OH: Ti-O-Ti) from the four samples (approximately 0.019 in 

TNRs, 0.456 in H-TNRs, 0.304 in A-H-TNRs and 0.406 in CAHT NRs), we found the 



population of surface hydroxyl groups on H-TNRs is increased, which indicates the 

additional interstitial hydrogen incorporated into TiO2 surface. Meanwhile, the 

downtrend of the surface hydroxyl groups from H-TNRs to A-H-TNRs is also detected 

because the continuous loads hinder the XPS signal collection, demonstrating the 

reduction of relevant Ti3+ concentration.[49] Interestingly, the increased concentration 

of Ti-OH on CAHT NRs surface is observed because of the surface hydration during 

the SILAR process.[32] As shown in Figure 4d and 4e, the presence of CdS QDs can 

be determined via indexing the binding energy of Cd 3d3/2 (411.9 eV), Cd 3d5/2 (405.2 

eV), S 2p3/2 (162.6 eV) and S 2p1/2 (161.5 eV).[50] Besides, as displayed in Figure 4f 

the presence of Mn2+ dopant can also be detected via the deconvolution of the Mn 2p1/2 

and Mn 2p3/2 peak (651.9 eV and 640.8 eV).[51]  

 

The valence band (VB) edge was extracted from the XPS analysis (Figure S3). It can 

be seen that the VB edge of pure TNRs is located at 2.92 eV below the Fermi energy, 

but the VB edge of quaternary CAHT NRs show 0.28 eV VB blue-shifts due to the 

formation of heterostructures.[11] 

 

To further confirm the existence of Ti3+ and Ov in the H-TNRs, A-H-TNRs and 

CAHT NRs, Electron paramagnetic response (EPR) spectroscopy analysis was also 

employed (Figure S4). No EPR signals can be detected in pristine TNRs samples. On 

the other hand, the H-TNRs sample displays two strong signals at g = 2.005 and 2.000 

corresponding to Ov and Ti3+,[41] suggesting that hydrogenation treatment could 



induce Ov and Ti3+ into the TNRs. Furthermore, the EPR signals of A-H-TNRs and 

CAHT NRs reduced gradually because the additional layer (such as QDs) hinder the 

collection of EPR signals. Based on these comprehensive characterizations (XRD, 

Raman, SEM, TEM, XPS and EPR), the formation of multi-dimensional quaternary 

CAHT NRs hybrid structure with the 3D nanotree morphology can be determined. 

 

The UV-visible diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS) of the TNRs, H-TNRs, A-H-TNRs 

and CAHT NRs composite are shown in Figure S5a. It can be seen that the introduction 

of Mn-CdS QDs extends the absorption edge to near 445 nm, which equals an optical 

bandgap of 2.79 eV. Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy is helpful to investigate the 

surface states, bandgap trap, and electron transfer states in photoresponse materials.[52] 

Figure S5b shows the PL spectra of TNRs, H-TNRs, A-H-TNRs and quaternary CAHT 

NRs films excited by a 330 nm laser. The lowest PL is obtained from the quaternary 

CAHT NRs composites. The band-edge energy level difference between Mn-CdS QDs, 

anatase TiO2, hydrogenated TiO2 and rutile TiO2 allows the rapid consumption of 

electron along with the cascading bandgap arrangement.[53] The 3D nanotree 

morphology can improve the rapid immigration of photocarriers from Mn-CdS QDs 

into the hierarchical structure, leading to the low PL signals in the composite.[54] 

 

PCP performances 

The PEC characterizations helped to assess the PCP efficiency of the as-prepared 

composites. The photoelectrode was placed in sulfide solution in a salt bridge separated 



compartment (Figure S12). A 300 W xenon lamp serves as the light source, which is 

usually employed to provide simulating solar illumination.[55, 56] Figure 5a compares 

photogenerated currents for TNRs, H-TNRs, A-H-TNRs, and CAHT NRs films. After 

turning on the light source, the photocurrents of the films are positive, demonstrated 

the fact that the charges migrate from the composite films to the connected steel.[57] 

Note that there is a photovoltage between steel and photoelectrode under light 

excitation, therefore, all measurements for the steel actually reflect the mixed potential 

of both surfaces, which means a shift in mixed potential forms between photoelectrode 

and steel surface. When the light was not provided, the photocurrent of all films dropped 

due to the immediate recombination of e-/h+ pairs.[58] The photocurrent values show 

the following pattern: CAHT NRs (4.8 mA·cm-2) > A-H-TNRs (2.7 mA·cm-2) > H-

TNRs (1.6 mA·cm-2) > TNRs (0.4 mA·cm-2). The photocurrent density of quaternary 

CAHT NRs film is higher than those of the other films. Previous works suggested that 

Mn-CdS QDs were photoexcited to generate more charge carriers in the visible-light 

region.[59] Meanwhile, the formation of heterojunction with cascaded band alignment 

facilitates e-/h+ pairs depletion.[31] 

 

To estimate the PCP efficiency for 304SS, the films (TNRs, H-TNRs, A-H-TNRs, 

and quaternary CAHT NRs hybrid composites) were used as photoelectrodes, 

respectively. The protection performance is investigated by comparing the surface 

potential changes of 304SS under simulated solar light irradiation.[60] As displayed in 

Figure 5b, the OCP (open-circuit potential) values of 304SS in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution 



were investigated. Before being coupled with photoanodes, the 304SS corrosion 

potential is approximately -0.16 V vs. Ag/AgCl. When this steel is coupled with the 

photoanodes in the darkness, all surface potential values are more negative than the 

self-corrosion potential of the 304SS owing to the galvanic effect.[61] After providing 

the solar light illumination, OCPs rapidly drop to lower values, which could be 

attributed to the cathodic polarization of 304SS due to the immigration of 

photogenerated charges from the composite films to the protected steel.[16] The OCPs 

remains relatively constant resulting from the building equilibrium. The ranking of the 

OCP values of surface potential is in a sequence as: CAHT NRs (-1.00 V vs. Ag/AgCl) 

< A-H-TNRs (-0.85 V vs. Ag/AgCl) < H-TNRs (-0.76 V vs. Ag/AgCl) < TNRs (-0.54 

V vs. Ag/AgCl). The more negative the OCP value of the connected metal is, the better 

its anticorrosion efficiency would be.[62] Considering the series of photocurrent 

strength, it is clear that the CAHT NRs film with 3D nanotree morphology perform the 

best anticorrosion efficiency for the steel. 

 

As displayed in Figure 5b, when Mn-CdS QDs as “fruit” grown on the branch 

surfaces to form 3D nanotree morphology, the PCP performance of as-prepared 

quaternary CAHT NRs hybrid composite is much better than ternary and binary 

systems. The narrow bandgap of Mn-CdS QDs and the formation of stepwise bandgap 

steps are the main reason for the superior PCP performance. The multi-dimensional 

shortcut of A-H-TNRs substrate also accelerates the electronic migration from 

photoanode to 304SS.[53] As shown in Figure 5c and 5d, the photoresponse could be 



ranked as follows: CAHT NRs (4.8 mA·cm-2) > Mn-CdS QDs/Anatase TiO2 

branches/TNRs (CMS-A-TNRs, 4.3 mA·cm-2) > Mn-CdS QDs/Hydrogenated-TiO2 

layer/TNRs (CMS-H-TNRs, 3.2 mA·cm-2) > Anatase TiO2 branches/Hydrogenated-

TiO2 layer/TNRs (A-H-TNRs, 2.7 mA·cm-2). The sequence of surface potential can be 

ranked as follow: CAHT NRs (-1.00 V vs. Ag/AgCl) < CMS-A-TNRs (-0.96 V vs. 

Ag/AgCl) < CMS-H-TNRs (-0.93 V vs. Ag/AgCl) < A-H-TNRs (-0.85 V vs. Ag/AgCl).  

 

The comparison of full scan survey XPS spectra between CAHT NRs and CMS-H-

TNRs samples are displayed in Figure 5e to investigate the content variation of Mn-

CdS QDs on the sample surfaces. The atomic percentage of Cd corresponds to the 

CAHT NRs (15.82%), and CMS-H-TNRs (4.42%) indicates that the CAHT NRs 

nanotree can host more Mn-CdS QDs to improve PCP performances. The OCPs of 

304SS connected with CAHT NRs composite with 3D nanotree morphology remain 

negative (-0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl at 1400 s) of the initial potential (-0.31 V vs. Ag/AgCl at 

0 s) even after turning off the light source, which implies that the time-delay protection 

effect is possible.[38]  

 

In addition to 304SS, 65Mn carbon steel (65Mn CS), as a representative carbon steel, 

was also coupled to photoanodes with these films to investigate their PCP efficiency. 

The OCP values of the 65Mn CS, connected to the unmodified TNRs (-0.77 V vs. 

Ag/AgCl) or CAHT NRs (-1.02 V vs. Ag/AgCl) (Figure S6a) dropped below its self-

corrosion potential (65Mn CS, -0.57 V vs. Ag/AgCl, as shown in Figure S6b), implying 



that the CAHT NRs composite could have the ability to protect carbon steel. As shown 

in Table S1, compared with previously reported binary and ternary photoanodes for PCP, 

the quaternary CAHT NRs hybrid composite superstructure displayed the excellent 

anticorrosion performance.  

 

Tafel curves of uncoupled 304SS and 304SS coupled with as-prepared 

photoelectrodes were measured with and without solar light illumination to further 

analyze the PCP mechanism. As shown in Figure 5f, the corrosion potential (Ecorr) of 

304SS connected with these composites displays an offset value from -0.54 to -0.97 V 

vs. Ag/AgCl compared with that of uncoupled 304SS (-0.16 V vs. Ag/AgCl) under solar 

irradiation. The Ecorr of 304SS, coupled with CAHT NRs composite, displays the lowest 

value (-0.97 V vs. Ag/AgCl), and this result agrees with the above OCP discussion. It 

is known that the high corrosion current density (jcorr) value could improve anti-

corrosion efficiency under solar irradiation.[63] According to the Tafel test results, the 

jcorr of CAHT NRs/304SS (128.82 μA·cm-2) is clearly higher than that of the remaining 

samples/304SS (24.55 μA·cm-2 to 57.54 μA·cm-2) and uncoupled 304SS (2.24 μA·cm-

2). In contrast with uncoupled 304SS, the dark Ecorr of the 304SS (Figure S7) changes 

to a more positive value after being connected with as-prepared photoanodes (to -0.11 

V with TNRs, -0.06 V with H-TNRs, 0.01 V with A-H-TNRs, 0.07 V with CAHT NRs, 

vs. Ag/AgCl). The jcorr values of the 304SS coupled with the TNRs, H-TNRs, A-H-

TNRs and CAHT NRs photoanodes are 0.89, 0.37, 0.24 and 0.20 μA·cm-2, respectively, 

and these values are more negative than that of the unconnected 304SS in darkness. The 



jcorr value in darkness is positively associated with the self-corrosion rate of the 

metal.[16] These tests indicate that some protection for 304SS persists even in darkness. 

 

The stability and time-delay protection evaluation of quaternary CAHT NRs 

hybrid composite films 

To investigate the photogenerated potential stability of quaternary CAHT NRs hybrid 

composite film in PCP, surface potential variations as a function of light intermission 

were investigated (as shown in Figure 6a). The OCP value (around -0.87 V vs. Ag/AgCl) 

of 304SS is still lower than its initial value (around -0.28 V vs. Ag/AgCl) after 

intermittent eight hours’ solar light illumination. The stability of crystalline structure of 

the CAHT NRs has been examined after the PCP experiment. In Figure 6b, SEM 

analysis confirmed that the radiating anatase branches still cover the surface of the 

nanorod. Due to Mn-CdS QDs playing an essential role in enhancing the PCP 

performance of the whole composite, we carried out EDS and XPS analysis before and 

after the PCP test to probe the content varition. The EDS spectrum (Figure S8) reveals 

Cd, S and Mn elements after PCP analysis. As shown in Figure 6c, the full scan survey 

XPS spectrum demonstrates that the Cd and Mn element content just declines from 

15.82% to 13.06% and from 2.78% to 2.64%, respectively. Only a small amount of QDs 

have been lost from the surface after PCP analysis. The XRD result of the CAHT NRs 

film before and after the PCP test (Figure S9) further confirms a negligible peak 

location and relative peak intensity variation. 

 



As shown in Figure 6d, the dark time-delay effect of quaternary CAHT NRs hybrid 

composite for avoiding the corrosion of 304SS is estimated under long-period 

intermittently solar light illumination. After switching off the light source (1 h solar 

light illumination), the surface potential of the 304SS shift to -0.34 V vs. Ag/AgCl 

immediately. Then, the OCPs value of 304SS, connected with the CAHT NRs film, 

returned slowly to the start state, indicating that the CAHT NRs film can offer 

continuous protection (~3.78 h) even after cutting off the light. These types of effects 

are obviously dependent on electrode sizes and conditions in the electrolyte. 

 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) has been broadly used to study the 

photocarrier-transfer mechanism of photoanode owing to the sensitivity and non-

destructive natures.[64] Figure 6e displays the Nyquist plots of the as-prepared films 

(TNRs, H-TNRs, A-H-TNRs and CAHT NRs films) under solar light illumination. 

Both the TNRs and H-TNRs have a big and incomplete semicircle. However, for A-H-

TNRs and CAHT NRs, two small and incomplete semicircles are located in the high-

frequency and low-frequency regions. The Bode plots in Figure 6f show that TNRs and 

H-TNRs have two peaks, whereas the others have three peaks, which could be assigned 

to the microstructure differences.[65] Therefore, TNRs and H-TNRs with 1D nanorod 

morphology have two-time-constant, and A-H-TNRs and CAHT NRs films with 3D 

anatase branches have three-time-constants. Models of equivalent circuits for EIS 

results are displayed in Figure 6g. It can be seen that the CAHT NRs film displays the 

lowest Rct value (0.19 kΩ·cm2) compared with others (8.27 - 42.38 kΩ·cm2) (Table S2). 



Additionally, this quaternary composite also had the smallest |Z|0.01Hz, as displayed in 

Figure 6f. The smallest Rct and |Z|0.01Hz of the quaternary CAHT NRs film indicate the 

superior separation and transfer efficiency of interfacial e-/h+ pairs.[66] These charges 

could transfer rapidly to the coupled 304SS leading to an enhanced high PCP 

performance. In addition, quaternary CAHT NRs hybrid composite can serve as a 

supercapacitor,[67] which could release the stored electron to coupled 304SS to realize 

the time-delay protection when turning off the light source.  

 

DFT theoretical simulation 

As displayed in Figure 7, the first-principle DFT simulations were carried out to 

investigate the total and partial density of states (TDOS and PDOS) from samples in 

this work. For the TNRs (Figure 7a), it’s clear that O 2p state electrons are the main 

constituent of the valance band maximum (VBM) with a small portion from Ti 3d state 

electrons.[68] However, the conduction band minimum (CBM) is dominated by Ti 3d 

state electrons and include a tiny number of O 2p state electrons. Hence, the bandgap 

of TNRs can be confirmed by the energy difference between VBM and CBM. 

Nevertheless, the experimental value (ca. 3.07 eV) is still higher than this estimated 

value owing to the commonly underestimated Hubbard interaction by the GGA 

theoretical calculation approach.[69]  

 

According to the XPS Ti 3d results of H-TNRs, after removing one-twelfth oxygen 

atoms in the upper three atomic layers (inducing Ov and Ti3+) of the rutile TiO2-(1 1 0) 



surface, the Fermi level shifts toward the edge of CB level. As shown in Figure 7b, this 

change can enhance conductivity,[70] which agree with the EIS results of H-TNRs. 

Meanwhile, in the green rectangles, the edge of the CB level displays several peaks 

near the VB, implying the successful introduction of defect levels in the bandgap caused 

by Ov and Ti3+.[71] Therefore, the shallow donor level can directly promote the local 

electrons to CBM. As a result, the bandgap of H-TNRs is reduced to be 1.05 eV after 

hydrogenated treatment, agreeing with the results displayed in the DRS test. 

Furthermore, the bandgap has been decreased further by growing anatase branches on 

the surface of the disordered-TiO2 layer, as shown in Figure 7c. 

 

As shown in Figure 7d, the CAHT NRs composite shows a smaller bandgap (0.36 

eV) than A-H-TNRs samples, which is also consistent with DRS analysis. It has been 

reported that there will be a strong electronic coupling between adsorbate states (Mn-

CdS QDs) and the substrate state (i.e. A-H-TNRs),[72] which will lead to the migration 

of VBM to high energy to reduce the bandgap of A-H-TNRs. Meanwhile, the electronic 

hybridization can be enhanced among Ti 3d, O 2p, Cd 4d, S 3p and Mn 3d states. A 

high-level extent of hybridization in the VB and CB levels is beneficial to the 

electrocatalytic process because it could enhance the transfer of electrons [73]. The 

VBM is dominated by the S 3p state (e.g. CdS), but the CBM is defined by Ti 3d (Figure 

S10). Therefore, the photoexcited electron could easily transfer from the S 3p state to 

Ti 3d state under illumination. The doping energy level (Mn 3d state) promotes the 

hybridization of the density of states [74] and serve as a defect state to capture the 



photocarriers for enhancing PCP performances.  

 

Mechanism 

Mott-Schottky curve test was carried out to study the PCP mechanism.[75] As 

displayed in Figure S11a, all as-prepared composite display positive slopes of the Mott-

Schottky plot, implying the n-type semiconductor natures.[76] According to the 

previous studies,[77] the slope value of the Mott-Schottky plot is negatively correlated 

with the carrier concentration. The slope value of the curve of CAHT NRs film is the 

most negative among all the as-prepared films, confirming the high-level free carrier 

amount. The flat band (FB) potential of a semiconductor can be estimated by the linear 

parts of the curves extrapolating the plots to Cs-2 = 0,[78] which is -0.16, -0.22, -0.36, 

and -0.53 V vs. Ag/AgCl (equal to 0.04, -0.02, -0.16 and -0.33 eV vs. normal hydrogen 

electrode (NHE), respectively) for TNRs, H-TNRs, A-H-TNRs and CAHT NRs 

respectively. For n-type semiconductors, because the FB potential represents the 

strength of the depletion layer formed between the semiconductor surface and the 

electrolyte, the more cathodic the n-type electrode is, the more efficient the depletion 

of photogenerated e-/h+ pairs would be.[3] Therefore, the CAHT NRs composite 

exhibits the best PCP performance due to its most cathodic FB value among the as-

prepared films.  

 

At equilibrium state, the space charge layer in CAHT NRs composite film will 

change due the band edge bending which pushes the Fermi level to align across the 



interface between semiconductor, electrolyte and the coupled metal (i.e. 304SS).[75] 

Hence, the Schottky barrier will form between metal/semiconductor interfaces, 

hindering the electron backflow from protected metal to coupled semiconductor 

electrodes. For n-type semiconductors, the CBM energy level of an n-type 

semiconductor is about -0.1 or - 0.2 eV negative than its FB potential.[79] Therefore, 

at open circuit condition, the band edge levels and band alignments between TNRs, H-

TNRs, A-H-TNRs and CAHT NRs can be estimated. As shown in Figure S11b, the 

quaternary CAHT NRs composite possesses the most negative CB level (-0.53 eV vs. 

NHE), so the Schottky barrier between CAHT NRs/304SS interface is higher than that 

of the others. Meanwhile, the remarkable negative shift of the CB level indicates that 

the electrons located at CB level have strongest driving force to transmit to the coupled 

304SS,[80] which also underpins the superior PCP performance as demonstrated earlier. 

 

The unique morphology of the 3D nanotree-like structure (Scheme 2) for enhancing 

PCP efficiency can be rationalized as follows: i), the rutile-TiO2 nanorod as the trunk 

of nanotree structure can sustain radial depletion layers, which can significantly 

enhance spatial separation of photogenerated carriers. ii), the hydrogenated-TiO2 layer 

as the bark of nanotree could provide Ov and Ti3+ as defect level as sub-bandgap, which 

expand the absorption edge. iii), the radiating anatase-TiO2 branches could enlarge the 

photon-harvesting surface area and provide more depositing sites for accommodating 

QDs. iv), the Mn-CdS QDs with narrow bandgap can enrich the visible-light absorption 

and further strength the PCP efficiency. v), when switching off the light source, the 



momentarily reserved charges in the composite could be unleashed and immigrated to 

the connected steel, indicating the time-delay cathodic protection for the steel even in 

darkness.[38] This effect is linked to the presence of the sulfide electrolyte in the 

experiments reported here, but could be possible also for photoanodes in seawater. 

Future work will address the development of photoanodes that operate without the need 

for a sacrificial electrolyte. 

 

Conclusion 

In summary, a unique quaternary CAHT NRs superstructure has been proposed as a 

PCP photoanode towards energy level cascaded “quantum armours” combating metal 

corrosion. A two-step hydrothermal method, hydrogenation treatment, and the SILAR 

deposition process were employed to successfully grow this quaternary structure. We 

demonstrate cathodic protection could be realized under simulated solar light 

irradiation as well as persistent time-delay protection. Although complex, the new 

growth methodology of this quaternary composite superstructure, together with 

nanotree morphology, could provide a generic approach for designing the high-

efficiency PEC systems beyond PCP, in solar fuels, artificial photosynthesis, and in 

water splitting. Currently, the photo-protection process is linked to the presence of 

sulfide in solution which is a sacrificial component of the system. In the future, 

improvement in the process will be necessary to overcome the reliance on sacrificial 

components towards real seawater/brine PCP applications. 

 



Experimental 

The thorough details of chemicals, experimental devices, and DFT computation 

approach were introduced in the Supporting Materials (SM). 

Synthesis method 

Preparation of TNRs film: TNRs array film was synthesized through the 

hydrothermal reaction according to our previous report [7]. 

Preparation of hydrogenated TNRs (H-TNRs) film: The as-prepared TNRs array 

was calcined again in a quartz tube furnace under 10% H2/Ar atmosphere at 450 °C for 

2 h with a heating/cooling rate of 5 °C·min-1. 

Preparation of anatase TiO2 branch/HTNRs (A-H-TNRs) film: Firstly, HTNRs film 

was vertically immersed in a 0.5 mol·L-1 TiCl4 aqueous solution under ambient 

conditions for 1 h, then placed in a Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave at 180 °C. The 

treated film was leaned at 60 degrees against the autoclave wall in a solution, with the 

conductive side facing down. The solution contained 35 mL distilled water (DIW), 0.5 

mL H2SO4 (98 wt%), and 0.2 mL C16H36O4Ti. After secondary hydrothermal reaction 

for 3 h, the sample was washed with DIW until the pH value of cleaning fluid remain 

around 7. Finally, those composites were calcined at 400 °C for 2 h in the air. 

Preparation of CAHT NRs film: The Mn-CdS QDs were deposited on the A-HTNRs 

by the SILAR method [32]. For each SILAR cycle, the sample was dipped into the 

methanolic solutions of 0.04 M Cd(CH3COO)2 and 0.01 M Mn(CH3COO)2 (Mn/(Mn + 

Cd) molar ratios = 20%) for 5 min, and then immersed into 0.05 mol·L-1 Na2S·9H2O in 

methanol plus water (1:1, V/V) for another 5 min. Following each immersion, the as-



prepared samples were rinsed with methanol and DIW in succession and then dried at 

room temperature. The Mn-CdS QDs deposition was performed through 5 cycles of the 

SILAR process. Finally, the composite films were calcined in a muffle furnace at 300 °C 

for 2 h in the air. 

PEC tests 

The photocurrent density, open-circuit potential (OCP) and Tafel experiments were 

carried out on the CHI660E electrochemical workstation (Shanghai Chinstrument Co. 

Ltd, China) using a double electrolytic cell setup, composed of a corrosion cell (3.5 wt% 

NaCl solution), a PEC cell (0.1 M Na2S and 0.2 M NaOH mixed solution) and two 

couple cells coupled by a salt bridge (a U-type glass tube filled with 1.0 M KCl in agar) 

(Figure S12). In the corrosion cell, a three-electrode configuration was used, which 

contains stainless steel, Ag/AgCl electrode and Pt foil as the working electrode (WE), 

reference electrode (RE) and counter electrode (CE), respectively. The as-prepared 

CAHT NRs film was immersed in the PEC cell as the photoanode and connected with 

the protected steel by a copper wire. PEC measurements were conducted under 

intermittent simulated sunlight with a 300 W xenon lamp (PLS-SXE300/300UV, 

Beijing Bofeilai Co., Beijing, China). Photocurrent curves and OCP curves were carried 

out at a 0 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) bias potential with intermittent light on/off. The Tafel curves 

were tested in a potential range of -1 - 1 V vs. Ag/AgCl with 0.01 V/s scan rate 

The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and Mott-Schottky (MS) plots 

were measured on the photoanode in a conventional photoelectrochemical three-

electrode cell (0.5 M Na2SO4 solution) using CHI660E electrochemical workstation. A 



three-electrode configuration was used, which contains photoanode, saturated calomel 

electrode and Pt foil as the WE, RE and CE, respectively. The EIS was tested at the 

photoinduced potential over a frequency range of 105 to 10-2 Hz with a 10 mV AC 

amplitude. Mott-Schottky plots were then conducted at the frequency of 1000 Hz by 10 

mV alternating current amplitude. The active area of 304SS and 65Mn carbon steel 

(65Mn CS) and as-prepared CAHT NRs film were 1 cm2, and the 304SS and 65Mn CS 

were polished with abrasive paper before each test.  
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Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of the synthesis process for the quaternary CAHT NRs hybrid 

composite film. 

  



 

Figure 1. The XRD spectra (a) and the Raman patterns (b) of TNRs (Ⅰ), H-TNRs (Ⅱ), A-H-TNRs 

(Ⅲ) and hybrid CAHT NRs (Ⅳ). 

  



 
Figure 2. Top-view SEM images of the TNRs (a), H-TNRs (b), A-H-TNRs (c) and CAHT NRs 

(d) composite films. 

  



 

Figure 3. TEM image (a) and HRTEM images (b-d) of CAHT NRs composite films. 

  



 

Figure 4. Full scan survey XPS spectrum (a) and exemplified XPS spectra of Ti 2p (b), O 1s (c), 

Cd 3d (d), S 2p (e) and Mn 2p (f) from quaternary CAHT NRs hybrid composite. A comparison of 

Ti 2p and O 1s XPS spectra between different samples (TNRs (Ⅰ), H-TNRs (Ⅱ), A-H-TNRs (Ⅲ) 

and CAHT NRs (Ⅳ)) is also listed in (b) and (c), respectively. 

  



 

 

Figure 5. (a and c) The photocurrent responses, (b and d) potential variations, (f) polarization 

curves between the as-prepared samples in 0.1 M Na2S and 0.2 M NaOH mixed solution and 

304SS electrode in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution under intermittent simulated solar light irradiation. (e) 

A comparison of full scan survey XPS spectrum between CAHT NRs and CMS-H-TNRs samples. 

  



 

Figure 6. (a) The potential curves of 304SS in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution coupled with this composite 

film in 0.1 M Na2S and 0.2 M NaOH mixed solution to the light on/off cycles. (b) The SEM 

images of the AGSQT NRs film after 8 hours’ intermittently solar light illumination. (c) A 

comparison of full scan survey XPS spectrum of the CAHT NRs hybrid composite film before and 

after 8 hours’ PCP test. (d) The time-resolved potential evolution of 304SS in 3.5 wt% NaCl 

solution coupled with AGSQT NRs hybrid composite film in 0.1 M Na2S and 0.2 M NaOH mixed 

solution after photoexcitation. (e) Nyquist plots, and (f) Bode-Phase plots of CAHT NRs and each 

component in 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution under intermittent simulated solar light irradiation. (g) The 

equivalent circuit for fitting the impedance data. 

  



 

Figure 7. Total and partial electronic density of states (TDOS and PDOS) for TNRs (a), H-TNRs 

(b), A-H-TNRs (c) and CAHT NRs hybrids (d). 

  



 

Scheme 2. The schematic and energy level alignment illustrating the as-proposed charge 

photogeneration and transfer mechanism in the CAHT NRs film enhanced PCP application. 
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Experimental details 

Materials 

Chemicals: Hydrochloric acid (HCl), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), sodium chloride 

(NaCl), sodium sulphide nonahydrate (Na2S·9H2O), titanium butoxide (C16H36O4Ti), 

titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4), cadmium acetate dehydrate (Cd(CH3COO)2·2H2O) 

manganous (Ⅱ) acetate tetrahydrate (Mn(CH3COO)2·4H2O) and methanol were all 

purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd (Shanghai, China). All the 

chemicals were used directly without any purification. Distilled water (DIW) was used 

in the preparation of all solutions.  

FTO glass (7 Ω·cm-2, 2.2 mm-thick) was purchased from Guluo Glass Co. Ltd, 

(Luoyang, China). The FTO was sequentially cleaned by DIW, acetone and methanol 

for 30 min in an ultrasonic bath. Finally, these substrates were dried in ambient air. 

Characterization 

The morphology and microstructure of the as-prepared samples were investigated by 

scanning electron microscope (SEM Zeiss Gemini SEM 500) and field-emission 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL JEM-F200 (HR)). The x-ray diffraction 

(XRD) patterns of samples were recorded on a Bruker D8 ADVANCE using Cu Kα 

radiation (l=1.5418 Å). The Raman measurement (LabRAM HR Evolution, with an 

excitation of 325 nm laser light) were used to analyze the composition of samples. The 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectrums of samples were obtained from a 

Thermo Scientific EscaLab 250Xi with an Al monochromatic X-ray source (1486.6 eV). 

All binding energies (BEs) were referenced to the C 1s hydrocarbon peak at 284.8 eV. 

The optical absorption abilities of the samples were investigated by the absorbance 

mode of UV-visible diffuse reflectance absorption spectrum (DRS, PE Lambda950). 



The photoluminescence (PL) excitation spectra were studied using an Edinburgh FLS9 

luminescence spectrofluorophotometer equipped with a Xe lamp presenting an exciting 

wavelength at 330 nm. 

Computational methods  

The Vienna Ab Initio Package (VASP) was employed to perform all the density DFT 

calculations within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using the Perdew-

Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) formulation [1, 2]. The projected augmented wave (PAW) 

potentials were chosen to describe the ionic cores and take valence electrons into 

account using a plane-wave basis set with a kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV [3]. Partial 

occupancies of the Kohn-Sham orbitals were allowed using the Gaussian smearing 

method and a width of 0.05 eV. The on-site corrections (DFT+U) has been applied to 

the 3d electron of Ti atoms (Ueff = 4.5 eV) [4], 4d electron of Cd atoms (Ueff = 4 eV) [5], 

3d electron of Mn atoms (Ueff = 4.5 eV) [6]. The energy was considered self-consistent 

when the energy change was smaller than 10-5 eV. Geometry optimization was 

considered convergent when the force change was smaller than 0.02 eV/Å. Grimme’s 

DFT-D3 methodology was used to describe the dispersion interactions [7]. 

The equilibrium lattice constants of rutile TiO2 unit cell were optimized, when using 

a 10×10×16 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid for Brillouin zone sampling, to be a = b = 

4.657 Å and c = 3.014 Å. To accommodate an anatase-TiO2 and Mn-CdS cluster, a large 

TiO2 (1 1 0) surface model was constructed with a p (5x4) periodicity in the x and y 

directions and two stoichiometric layers (6 atomic layers) of rutile TiO2 (1 1 0) in the 

z-directions. A vacuum layer with the depth of 20 Å is used to separate the surface slab 



from its periodic duplicates. This rutile TiO2 (1 1 0) surface model contains 132 Ti and 

264 O atoms and has the size of 24.462 Å, 17.231 Å and 39 Å in the x, y and z-direction, 

respectively. 

As shown in Figure S15 (Supporting Information), the ratio of Ti4+:Ti3+ is determined 

as approximately 5:1 from the XPS results of H-TNRs samples. Because the XPS 

results reflect the surface chemical condition of the film [8], one-twelfth oxygen atoms 

in the upper 3 atomic layers of TiO2 (1 1 0) are removed to construct the defect structure 

of H-TNRs. 

The equilibrium lattice constants of anatase TiO2 unit cell were optimized, when 

using a 9×9×9 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid for Brillouin zone sampling, to be a = b = 

c = 5.443 Å. Due to anatase TiO2 (1 0 1) lattice plane has been widely investigated in 

the photocatalytic field, a large anatase TiO2 (1 1 0) surface model was constructed with 

a p (4x3) periodicity in the x and y directions and one stoichiometric layer (3 atomic 

layers) of anatase TiO2 (1 0 1) (40 Ti and 100 O atoms) in the z-directions. To form 

multiphase heterojunction, VASPKIT software was utilized to place anatase TiO2 (1 0 

1) surface on the top of rutile TiO2 (1 1 0) surface at a distance of 3 Å [9], and the lattice 

mismatch rate between substrate and adsorbate was ensured to be less than 1%. 

The close-packed double-layered 20%Mn-doped CdS cluster (16 Cd, 20 S atoms and 

4 Mn atoms on the top layer) was employed and constructed on top of the anatase-TiO2 

(1 0 1) surface at a distance of 3 Å.  

During structural optimizations of the above models (Figure S16, Supporting 

Information), the gamma point in the Brillouin zone was used for k-point sampling, and 



the bottom rutile TiO2 lower 3 atomic layers were fixed at the same time. Then, all the 

rest of the atoms were allowed to fully relax. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure S1. Cross-section SEM images of the CAHT NRs composite film (a and b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure S2. EDS element mapping images of Ti, O, Cd, S and Mn from the selected area of CAHT 

NRs composite. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure S3. XPS VB spectrum of the as-prepared film. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure S4. Typical EPR spectra of the as-prepared samples. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Figure S5. UV-visible diffuse reflectance spectra (a) and PL spectra (b) of quaternary CAHT NRs 

hybrid composite films. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure S6. The potential variations (a) between the as-prepared samples in 0.1 M Na2S and 0.2 

M NaOH mixed solution and 65Mn CS electrode in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution under intermittent 

simulated solar light irradiation; The polarization curves (b) of uncoupled 65Mn CS electrode in 

3.5 wt% NaCl solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure S7. Polarization curves of bare 304SS, and 304SS in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution coupled with 

different photoanodes in 0.1 M Na2S and 0.2 M NaOH mixed solution in the dark condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Figure S8. EDS spectrum of CAHT NRs after 8 hours’ PCP test 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Figure S9. The XRD spectrum of the CAHT NRs hybrid composite film before and after 8 hours’ 

PCP test. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Figure S10. Partial electronic density of states for CAHT NRs hybrids. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure S11. Mott-Schottky plots(three-electrodes cell employing 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution) (a) and 

relative changes of the CB, Fermi and VB positions (b) of as-prepared films. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure S12. Schematic of the photoelectrochemical test configuration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Figure S13. The XPS Ti 2p core-level spectrum of the H-TNRs film. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure S14. Space-filing structural models of as-prepared films from the top and side views. (Ti: 

blue, O: red, Cd: violet, S: yellow, Mn: green) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table S1. Comparison of previously reported catalysts for photocathodic protection. 

Samples 
Corrosive 

medium 

Electrochemical 

cell medium 
Light source Metal 

OCP 

drop 
Ref 

ZnS-Bi2S3/TiO2/WO3 

composite film 
0.5 M NaCl 

0.1 M Na2S + 0.1 

M Na2SO3 

mixed solution 

150 W Xe lamp; white 

light  
304SS 540 mV [10] 

MgIn2S4/TiO2 composite 

film 

3.5 wt% 

NaCl 

0.1 M Na2S + 0.2 

M NaOH mixed 

solution 

300 W Xe lamp; visible 

light  

Q235 

CS 
420 mV [11] 

Ag@CuFe2O4@TiO2 

nanocomposite film 

3.5 wt% 

NaCl 
0.25 M Na2SO3  

300 W Xe lamp; visible 

light  
304SS 485 mV [12] 

CdSe/ZnIn2S4 modified 

TiO2 nanotube composite 
0.5 M NaCl 

0.1 M Na2S + 0.1 

M Na2SO3 mixed 

solution 

150 W Xe lamp; white 

light 
403SS 240 mV [13] 

nanoflower like SnO2-

TiO2 nanotubes 

composite photoelectrode 

3.5 wt% 

NaCl 
0.1 M NaOH 300 W Xe lamp; UV light  304SS 400 mV [14] 

carbon quantum dots/Ag 

sensitized TiO2 nanotube 

film 

0.5 M NaCl 0.5 M Na2SO4  
150 W Xe lamp; white 

light 
403SS 400 mV [15] 

Bi2S3 nanoparticles/ZnO 

nanowire heterojunction 

films 

3.5 wt% 

NaCl 

0.1 M Na2S + 0.2 

M NaOH mixed 

solution 

300 W Xe lamp; visible 

light 
304SS 430 mV [16] 

heterostructured β-Bi2O3-

TiO2 nanotube array 

composite film 

0.5 M NaCl 0.5 M Na2SO4 
150 W Xe lamp; white 

light  
403SS 510 mV [17] 

TiO2-BiVO4-CdS film 
3.5 wt% 

NaCl 
3.5 wt% NaCl 

300 W Xe lamp; white 

light 
304SS 230 mV [18] 

quaternary CAHT NRs 

hybrid composite 

superstructure 

3.5 wt% 

NaCl 

0.1 M Na2S + 0.2 

M NaOH mixed 

solution 

500 W Xe lamp; simulated 

solar light 
304SS 684 mV 

This 

work 

quaternary CAHT NRs 

hybrid composite 

superstructure 

3.5 wt% 

NaCl 

0.1 M Na2S + 0.2 

M NaOH mixed 

solution 

500 W Xe lamp; simulated 

solar light 

65Mn 

CS 
416 mV 

This 

work 

 

  



Table S2. Derivative parameters obtained by fitting the impedance data. 

Samples 
Rs 

(Ω·cm2) 

 CPEf 
Rf 

(kΩ·cm2) 

 CPE2 
Rpo 

(kΩ·cm2) 

 CPE1 
Rct 

(kΩ·cm2)  
Yf 

(S·cm-2 s-n) 
nf  

Y01 

(S cm-2 s-n) 
n2  

Y02 

(S cm-2 s-n) 
n1 

TNRs 15.63  1.56 × 10-4 0.85 0.30  — — —  2.46 × 10-4 0.88 42.38 

H-TNRs 25.19  4.65 × 10-5 0.86 0.20  — — —  9.96 × 10-5 0.93 15.89 

A-H-TNRs 48.66  5.86 × 10-3 0.91 22.20  2.32 × 10-4 0.96 1.23  9.59× 10-5 0.80 8.27 

CMS-A-H-TNRs 10.01  7.27 × 10-3 0.91 1.76  5.79 × 10-7 0.88 0.18  2.02 × 10-3 0.90 0.19 
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